
your peripheral vision, the better your chances of
survival. Noticing this is what gave me the idea for
my title, “C-ing More is Believing,” which of
course is hopefully not too lame an attempt at a
play on words of the C-More name. Indeed it may
also be true that “C-ing More is
Surviving.”

Yet another asset of
this sight is that the
dots are replaceable
and available in dif-
ferent sizes. A 6-MOA
dot is standard and is
great for close range but
“diode modules” from 2-
to 16-MOA are available.
If one anticipated a probabili-
ty of using one of these sights
beyond CQB distances a 4- or even
2-minute dot might be a better choice.
Though hits on steel silhouettes out to 200
yards were no problem, I stress that they
were full-sized silhouettes and unobstructed.
A smaller target would likely be subtended by
the larger dot at distance. The above should be
considered in perspective though. The chances of
a civilian using a carbine in self-defense past 15-
20 yards are fairly astronomical, though theoreti-
cally possible I suppose, especially in a rural set-
ting. I hope I never have to explain to a grand

jury, though, why I thought someone 150 yards
away was such an imminent threat that I had to
shoot rather than disengage. It’s at the “up close
and personal” distances that the C-More Tactical
really shines anyway. From two to 25 yards this
thing is wicked fast and very effective.

Negative (Singular)
Is there any downside to the C-More Tacti-

cal? I can only come up with one and it’s very
minor. There are no values on the windage and
elevation adjustments so sighting in requires a
bit of trial and error. I kept overdoing it and
having to come back. But once you’ve found

your zero it’s there to stay. Both
windage and elevation adjust-

ments have set screws to hold
them fast. These work well. I
fired close to 1,000 rounds of
assorted ammo without any

shift in zero.
All in all there isn’t

really much not to like
about the C-more Tac-
tical Sight. It looks
good, represents a

good value for the money
(especially in light of the

built-in BUIS), and works like it’s
supposed to. “C” one for yourself. You’ll
become a believer, too.
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PREDATOR HolstersPREDATOR Holsters

Inside
The

Pants Paddle

Covered by Manufacturer’s Unconditional Lifetime Warranty! 

Belt 
Slide

For the minimalist, Predator’s Belt
Slide Holster is a straight-drop belt

slide with minimal slide coverage. Like
all Predator Holsters, the Belt Slide is
precision formed from Kydex thermo-
plastic using the actual firearm model
for an exact fit to your gun. 
1911s C71-18923 $37.95
Small Frame Glock C71-18924 37.95
Large Frame Glock C71-18925 37.95
Springfield XD C71-18926 37.95

Predator’s Paddle Holster is a straight-
drop holster with full slide coverage.

Like all Predator Holsters, the Paddle
Holster is covered by Predator’s uncon-
ditional lifetime warranty. 
Government Model C71-18927 $49.95
Glock 17, 22 C71-18929 49.95
Glock 19, 23 C71-18928 49.95
Springfield XD C71-18930 49.95

Government Model C71-18933 $49.95
Commander C71-18932 49.95
Officers Model C71-18931 49.95
CZ-75 C71-18940 49.95
Glock 17, 22 C71-18941 49.95
Glock 19, 23 C71-18942 49.95
Glock 26, 27 C71-18943 49.95
Glock 29, 30 C71-18944 49.95
Glock 36 C71-18945 49.95
SIG 220 C71-18938 49.95
SIG 226 C71-18939 49.95
S&W Model 36, 60 C71-18936 49.95
S&W 640, 642 C71-18937 49.95
Springfield XD C71-18934 49.95
XD Compact C71-18935 49.95

‘C-ing More’ Continued from Page 59  

NEW!NEW!

To order 
a C-More 

Tactical 
Sight, see
Page 58.
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